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a b s t r a c t
Stochastic particle-resolved methods are a useful way to compute the time evolution of the
multi-dimensional size distribution of atmospheric aerosol particles. An effective approach
to improve the efﬁciency of such models is the use of weighted computational particles.
Here we introduce particle weighting functions that are power laws in particle size to
the recently-developed particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC and present the mathematical formalism of these Weighted Flow Algorithms (WFA) for particle coagulation
and growth. We apply this to an urban plume scenario that simulates a particle population
undergoing emission of different particle types, dilution, coagulation and aerosol chemistry
along a Lagrangian trajectory. We quantify the performance of the Weighted Flow Algorithm for number and mass-based quantities of relevance for atmospheric sciences
applications.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosol particles consist of a complex mixture of different chemical species [1] (current models typically
contain on the order of 20 different species [2]), with particle diameters ranging from a few nanometers to tens of micrometers. To deal with such high-dimensional and multi-scale data, existing models of atmospheric aerosols on the regional or
global scale make large approximations. These generally consist of assuming that all particles within a spatial grid-cell have a
composition that depends only on diameter or a few other simple parameters as it is done in sectional aerosol models [e.g. 2–
6] or modal aerosol models [e.g. 7–10]. While this makes computation much cheaper, it introduces errors, since it artiﬁcially
averages the composition of individual particles over a certain size range. These errors are not well-quantiﬁed, but could be
signiﬁcant for estimating the effect of aerosols on climate [11].
Recently, particle-resolved aerosol models have been introduced as a way to avoid making a priori assumptions about the
evolution of particle composition and to more precisely model aerosol microphysics [12–14]. These stochastic models simulate a representative group of particles distributed in composition space, treating coagulation, condensation/evaporation,
and other important processes on an individual particle level. Applying such a Monte Carlo approach for simulating the evolution of particle distributions dates back to Gillespie [15], who developed the exact Stochastic Simulation Algorithm [see
also 16–18] to treat the stochastic collision-coalescence process in clouds. While the particle-based models are a step forward in accurately representing the detailed interactions which take place amongst aerosol particles, they can be very
expensive to run, and are currently not appropriate for simulating aerosol dynamics and chemistry on meso-or macro-scales.
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The main thrust of this paper is to introduce an alternate simulation scheme, which reduces the total error for a given
cost. To this end, it is useful to consider the types of error inherent in these simulations. There are three distinct sources
of error: a ﬁnite-number error, a ﬁnite-ensemble error, and a time-discretization error. Since computational power is ﬁnite,
any individual simulation can only treat a ﬁnite number of particles, and any aggregate simulation can consider only a ﬁnite
ensemble of such individual simulations. Moreover, due to the very short timescales in the problem, performing a direct stochastic simulation is too expensive, and one needs to introduce a discrete timestep. We show below that the most signiﬁcant
error in the parameter regimes we consider is—by far—the ﬁnite-ensemble error (see, e.g., Figs. 2 and 4). Since the error due
to the ﬁniteness of the ensemble is, at its root, a statistical error, the ensemble variance quantiﬁes this error.
The ﬁnite-ensemble error is dominant because there are aerosol particles which are comparatively rare yet nonetheless
important to the evolution of the aerosol population. Since these particles are rare, a small ensemble size leads to signiﬁcant
sampling errors in these subpopulations; since they are important to the dynamics, these sampling errors percolate throughout
the entire population. More concretely, due to the shape of ambient aerosol size distributions and the subsequent evolution, the
number of particles in the sub-micron size range is usually several orders of magnitude larger than the particles in the supermicron size range. Both sub-populations are important since the small particles dominate particle number concentration
whereas the large particles dominate particle mass concentrations. Moreover, the most likely coagulation events involve interactions of small and large particles. Thus either the population of large particles is under-resolved and the accuracy of the simulation is signiﬁcantly compromised, or the total number of computational particles in the entire simulation must be immense.
Our way forward is to add the abstraction that a single computational particle can correspond to some number of real
particles, i.e. that each computational particle is ‘‘weighted’’ by an appropriate factor. There is a wide variety of choices to
be made here: e.g., how one chooses the weighting, the details of how to implement the effect of this weighting, etc. Our
approach is to think of each computational particle as corresponding to some number of real particles, and instead of performing some action on a real particle, we perform the action on the computational particle with some probability; this
probability scales inversely to the weight. Thus the algorithm can be thought of as a stochastic splitting scheme, where
one ﬁrst determines the type of event as would be done in a direct simulation, and then one decides whether we perform
the event on the computational particle. For example, if we have a particle of weight 103 in our population, and a direct simulation would call for this particle to be removed, then we remove it with probability 103.
Since our simulations involve coagulation events, many events correspond to ‘‘triplets’’ of computational particles (the
two particles before the coagulation and the one after). Thus there are many choices for how a stochastic algorithm will treat
this triplet, as it could deal with each particle independently, or do so with some correlations. We analyze the most general
possible form of such algorithms and optimize over different possible choices. In particular, the particle weighting method
that we develop here has smoothly varying particle weights (rather than binning particles into groups with the same weight)
and is a function of particle composition (rather than having weights attached to particles [19]). More speciﬁcally, the latter
means that the weight of a given particle can change during the course of the simulation as its composition or total mass
change; the particles are not ‘‘tagged’’ with a constant weight.
Again, we stress that the purpose of this weighting scheme is to reduce ensemble variance, and we computationally overrepresent the rare but important particles and under-represent the common and less important particles. As we show below,
this tradeoff signiﬁcantly improves performance.
The idea of weighting particles has been put forward in various diverse forms by, e.g., Babovsky [20], Eibeck and Wagner
[21–25], Kolodko and Sabelfeld [26], Shima et al. [19], Irizarry [27,28], Wells and Kraft [29], Zhao et al. [30], Zhao and Zheng
[31], Zhao et al. [32], and Debry et al. [33]. Our approach is most similar in spirit to that of Kolodko and Sabelfeld [26]; what
was considered there was a class of algorithms for pure coagulational processes, and what we do here is present a broad
generalization of their family of algorithms for coagulation coupled to the other processes we consider. A large number of
papers have considered the Mass Flow Algorithm (MFA) applied to a wide variety of physical problems [21–25,29,34–38];
we show below that the MFA algorithm is one of the members of the family that we consider below. Another approach is
the multi-Monte Carlo method [30–32,39] which introduces a splitting scheme very similar to ours but has proposed a different class of weighting schemes.
After we introduce and analyze this family of weighting and splitting schemes, we quantify the performance of using different weighting functions by applying the Weighted Flow Algorithm to the recently-developed particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC [14,2]. PartMC is a Lagrangian box model that explicitly stores the composition of many individual aerosol
particles within a well-mixed computational volume. Relative particle positions within this computational volume are not
tracked, but rather the coagulation process is simulated stochastically by assuming that coagulation events are Poisson distributed with a Brownian kernel. Apart from coagulation, the processes of particle emissions from various sources and dilution
with the background are treated stochastically. PartMC was coupled with the aerosol chemistry model MOSAIC [2], which
simulates the gas and particle phase chemistries, particle phase thermodynamics, and dynamic gas-particle mass transfer
in a deterministic manner. The coupled model system, PartMC-MOSAIC, predicts number, mass, and full composition distributions of the aerosol populations. The current version of PartMC is available under the GNU General Public License (GPL) at
http://lagrange.mechse.illinois.edu/mwest/partmc/, and the MOSAIC code is available upon request from Zaveri.
We use the urban plume scenario described in Zaveri et al. [11] where we simulated the evolution of the mixing state of
an aerosol population in a polluted environment. We show that choosing weighting functions of the form W(l) = la can
greatly increase the accuracy and performance of the total simulation, and that different values of a are optimal for different
observables.
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This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the governing equations for the coupled gas-aerosol box
model and discuss the approximations needed by this model of the physical system. Section 3 introduces the weighted particle methods. Section 4 describes the mathematical formalism of weighted particle methods for coagulation and condensation. In Section 5 we present the weighted ﬂow algorithms (WFA) as implemented in PartMC. Finally, Section 6 presents the
application of PartMC-MOSAIC using WFA to the urban plume scenario. A list of symbols used in the paper is provided in
Table A.2.
2. Continuous model system equations
We model a Lagrangian air parcel containing gas species and aerosol particles. We assume that environmental parameters
and gas concentrations are homogeneous within the parcel and we do not track aerosol particle locations.
Each aerosol particle is described by a vector l 2 RA with the ath component la P 0 giving the mass of species a. For a
population of aerosol particles we denote by N(l, t) the cumulative aerosol number distribution at time t and constituent
masses l 2 RA , which is deﬁned to be the number concentration of aerosol particles that contain less than la mass of species
a, for all a = 1, . . . , A. The aerosol number distribution n(l, t) at time t and constituent masses l 2 RA is then is deﬁned by

nðl; tÞ ¼

@ A Nðl; tÞ
:
@ l1 @ l2 . . . @ lA

ð1Þ

Aerosol particles undergo Brownian coagulation, modeled by the coagulation kernel K(l, m) between particles with constituent masses l and m. Emissions of aerosol particles into the air parcel are described by the number distribution rate n_ emit ðl; tÞ
and dilution with a background aerosol number distribution nback(l, t) occurs at rate kdil(t).
The gas species in the air parcel are described by the vector gðtÞ 2 RG of gas species concentrations. The gas concentration
growth rate due to gas chemical reactions is given by R(g), the gas emission rate is g_ emit ðtÞ, and the background gas concentrations are gback(t).
The ﬁrst C aerosol and gas species undergo gas-particle exchange, so gas species a converts to and from aerosol species a,
for a = 1, . . . , C. This exchange is described by the gas-to-particle ﬂux-rate vector Iðl; g; tÞ 2 RG (with Ia(l, g, t) = 0 for a > C)
and the water-particle ﬂux rate Iw(l, g, t), together with the conversion factors ca from gas concentrations to aerosol species
mass concentrations and the conversion factor cw for water. We assume aerosol water is aerosol species number C + 1.
The environmental parameters in the air parcel are temperature T(t), pressure p(t), relative humidity RH(t), and dry air
density qdry(t). We prescribe the air temperature as a function of time and keep the air pressure and water mixing ratio constant, updating the relative humidity and dry air density appropriately.
The model system is

Z
Z
@nðl; tÞ 1
Kðm ; l  m Þnðm ; tÞnðl  m ; tÞdm 
Kðl; m Þnðl; tÞnðm ; tÞdm
¼
@t
2 ½0;l
½0;‘
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

ð2aÞ

coagulation loss

coagulation gain

1 dqdry ðtÞ
nðl; tÞ
þ n_ emit ðl; tÞ þ kdil ðtÞðnback ðl; tÞ  nðl; tÞÞ þ
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} qdry ðtÞ
dt
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
emissions
dilution

ð2bÞ

volume change



XC

@

@

ðca Ia ðl; g; tÞnðl; tÞÞ  Cþ1 ðcw Iw ðl; g; tÞnðl; tÞÞ
@ la
@l
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
a¼1

gas-particle exchange

water-particle exchange

dgðtÞ
1 dqdry ðtÞ
¼ g_ emit ðtÞ þ kdil ðtÞðg back ðtÞ  gðtÞÞ þ
gðtÞ
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} qdry ðtÞ
dt
dt
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ
{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ}
emissions
dilution


ð2cÞ

ð2dÞ

volume change

Z

Iðl; g; tÞnðl; tÞdl þ
RðgÞ
;
|ﬄ{zﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} chemical reactions

ð2eÞ

½0;‘

gas-particle exchange

where ½0; l ¼ fm 2 RA j 0 6 ma 6 la for a ¼ 1; . . . ; Ag is a rectangle in RA . The Eq. (2) must be augmented with appropriate
boundary conditions, which are chosen on physical grounds to ensure that the constituent masses of particles cannot become negative and that mass is conserved. Many of the rates, coefﬁcients and functions in (2) depend on the environmental
conditions but we have not written this dependence explicitly.
3. Weighted particle methods and superparticles
To discretize the aerosol number distribution n(l) at a given instant of time within the Lagrangian air parcel, we can sample a ﬁnite number Np of computational particles (written as a list P ¼ fl1 ; l2 ; . . . ; lNp g) within a computational volume V.
Multiple particles may have the same mass vector, making P a multiset in the sense of Knuth [40, p. 473].
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As we will see in Section 6, if each computational particle corresponds to the same number concentration, then this representation can give poor resolution for some measures of an aerosol distribution. For example, the mass distribution will
tend to be under-sampled at larger masses, as only a few large particles will be present in the sample.
To mitigate this problem we weight each computational particle by a weighting function W(l), so that the computational
particle collection P gives an approximate number distribution by

nðlÞ ¼

Np
1X
Wðli Þdðl  li Þ;
V i¼1

ð3Þ

where d(l) is the Dirac delta function. Particular cases of such weightings have been used previously, for example in the
Mass Flow Algorithm [20–25] which weights particles in inverse proportion to their total mass.
In this paper we derive general algorithms for coagulation and gas-particle exchange with arbitrary weighting functions.
For our numerical investigations in Section 6, however, we focus on weighting functions of the form

WðlÞ ¼



DðlÞ
D0

a
ð4Þ

;

where D(l) is the diameter of the particle l, a 2 R is a constant exponent, and D0 is a reference diameter. The choice of a
controls whether larger particles are weighted more or less than smaller particles, and the extent to which this occurs.
For a given a, the product (D0)aV determines the overall scaling of (3) and in practice we determine this by the choice of
the initial number of computational particles.
While we track every particle within the computational volume V, we regard this volume as being representative of a
much larger air parcel. For example, in Section 6 we use a computational volume on the order of a few cubic centimeters
but take this to be approximating the state of the well-mixed boundary layer during the day and the residual layer during
the night.
The simulation of the aerosol state proceeds by two mechanisms. First, the composition of each particle can change,
changing the components of the vector l as species condense from the gas phase and evaporate to it, for example. Second,
the population P can have particles added and removed, either by emissions, dilution, or coagulation events between
particles.
4. Particle evolution equations
In this section we will describe the mathematical formalism behind a particle method algorithm which takes coagulation
and advection into account in a systematic way. We will motivate each of these two ideas separately: in Section 4.1 we describe how to develop a weighted particle method for pure coagulation processes and in Section 4.2 we consider pure advection processes.
4.1. Particle equations for coagulation
We want to derive a particle method which will correctly simulate the continuous Smoluchowski equation with a weighting. We break this exposition into three steps: we will ﬁrst compute the effect of changing variables on the continuous
Smoluchowski equation, we will then rewrite this new equation in such a way as to heuristically justify the splitting method
we will employ, and ﬁnally we will deﬁne a splitting method for particle Markov Chain models inspired by this heuristic and
determine the optimal algorithm in this class. This will be the algorithm which we use to compute the results in Section 6.
Step 1. Continuous change of variables of continuous Smoluchowski equation. For the mass l and number concentration n(l),
the Smoluchowski coagulation equation is

@nðlÞ 1
¼
@t
2

Z

Kðm ; l  m Þnðm Þnðl  m Þdm 
½0;l

Z

Kðm ; lÞnðm ÞnðlÞdm ;

ð5Þ

½0;1

where K(l, m) is the coagulation rate between particles of masses l and m. Let W(l) be a weighting function and take
n(l) = W(l)c(l), where c(l) is the ‘‘computational number’’ concentration. Then

Z
Z
@cðlÞ 1
¼
Kðm ; l  m ÞWðm Þcðm ÞWðl  m Þcðl  m Þdm 
Kðm ; lÞWðm Þcðm ÞWðlÞcðlÞdm ;
@t
2 ½0;l
½0;1
Z
Z
@cðlÞ 1
Kðm ; l  m ÞWðm ÞWðl  m Þ
Kðm ; lÞWðm Þcðm ÞcðlÞdm :
¼
cðm Þcðl  m Þdm 
@t
2 ½0;l
WðlÞ
½0;1

WðlÞ

ð6Þ
ð7Þ

Step 2. Heuristic motivation for splitting method. Assume that W(l) is a non-increasing function. Deﬁne L(l, m) by

Lðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m Þ

WðlÞWðm Þ
;
Wðl þ m Þ

ð8Þ
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or

Kðl; m ÞWðlÞ ¼ Lðl; m Þ

Wðl þ m Þ
:
Wðm Þ

ð9Þ

Then (7) becomes

Z

@cðlÞ 1
¼
@t
2

Lðm ; l  m Þcðm Þcðl  m Þdm 

½0;l

Z

Lðm ; lÞ

½0;1

Wðl þ m Þ
cðm ÞcðlÞdm :
WðlÞ

ð10Þ

This equation is of a similar type to that of a Smoluchowski equation, but the creation kernel differs from the
destruction kernel. Interpreting (10) as the mean of a particle process leads to a probabilistic interpretation: particles of size l are created from collisions between particles of size l  m and m with rate L(m, l  m), and are destroyed
by collisions with particles of size m with rate L(m, l)W(l + m)/W(l). Writing it as in (10) is another way of thinking of
the creation and destruction processes as the culmination of a two-step process: the ﬁrst step corresponds to choosing a triplet of particles (m, n, m + n) on which an event may or may not occur; the second step corresponds to deciding if an event (or events) did or did not occur involving this triplet. For example, to destroy a particle of size l
through a collision with a particle of size m, we ﬁrst need to choose a triplet involving l as one of the two smaller
particles, and we choose the triplet (l, m, l + m) with rate L(m, l), and we then destroy particle l with probability
pdeath = W(l + m)/W(l). This is a split method where we choose the ﬁrst event in the standard way for a continuous-time Markov process, and the second as for a discrete-time Markov process, but used the combined process
as a proxy for one continuous-time process whose rate is given by the product (see, e.g. Proposition 4.5 of [41]).
We have used here that the weighting function W is non-increasing, so that the ratio of W’s in the destruction integral in (10) is always less than one. We deal with the case of a more general form of W now.
Step 3. Splitting method Assume that we have a class of Markov particle processes involving interactions such that the kernel
is ‘‘coagulation-like’’ and symmetric, i.e. every reaction involves the triplet l, m, l + m, and the rate of every such reaction must be unchanged under a switch of l and m.
We can describe all creation or destruction events by two successive steps: the ﬁrst step corresponds to choosing a triple
of particles which may undergo a reaction, and the second is deciding whether the events actually occur. We assume a rate
R(l, m) which corresponds to the triplet (l, m,l + m) potentially having a reaction; once this triplet has been chosen, we choose
three independent events after this: we create the product particle l + m with probability pbirth(l, m), we destroy particle l
with probability pdeath(m, l), and we destroy particle m with probability pdeath(l, m). In this formulation, once a triplet has been
chosen, any of eight possibilities can occur. (We have made the assumption here that each of the three individual events are
chosen independently but cf. the appendix where we consider an even more general method.)
It has been shown by Norris 42, Theorem 4.1 that the direct particle method for the standard unweighted Smoluchowski
equation converges in a certain precise sense to its formal Np ? 1 limit (5). We will simply use the formal large Np limit in
this paper, but will prove that this converges in the same sense in later work [43]. This formal large-Np limit for c is:

@cðlÞ 1
¼
@t
2

Z
½0;l

Rðm ; l  m Þpbirth ðm ; l  m Þcðm Þcðl  m Þdm 

Z
0

1

Rðm ; lÞpdeath ðm ; lÞcðm ÞcðlÞdm :

ð11Þ

We have some freedom still in choosing R, pbirth, pdeath; we will require them to satisfy the following two algorithmic
conditions:
1. Consistency: match large-N limit equations: equate Eqs. (7) and (11).
2. Optimality: maximize pdeath and pbirth.
The motivation for this optimality condition is clear: the smaller pbirth and pdeath are, the more ‘‘wasted’’ steps we will
have, i.e. cases where we choose triplets and then do not actually have a creation or destruction event. Maximizing these
quantities will then lead to the smallest number of wasted events. As we see below, it is possible to maximize both
simultaneously.
Theorem 4.1. There is a unique optimal variable-resolution particle method, i.e. a unique choice of R, pbirth, pdeath which satisfy the
two algorithmic conditions, namely by choosing:

WðlÞWðm Þ
;
W min ðl; m Þ
W min ðl; m Þ
;
pdeath ðl; m Þ ¼
Wðm Þ
W min ðl; m Þ
pbirth ðl; m Þ ¼
;
Wðl þ m Þ

ð12bÞ

W min ðl; m Þ ¼ minðWðlÞ; Wðm Þ; Wðl þ m ÞÞ:

ð12dÞ

Rðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m Þ

ð12aÞ

ð12cÞ
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Proof. Comparing Eqs. (7) and (11) gives

Rðm ; l  m Þpbirth ðm ; l  m Þ ¼

Kðm ; l  m ÞWðm ÞWðl  m Þ
;
WðlÞ

Rðm ; lÞpdeath ðm ; lÞ ¼ Kðm ; lÞWðm Þ:
Rearranging these gives:

Kðm ; lÞWðm ÞWðlÞ
;
Rðm ; lÞWðm þ lÞ
Kðm ; lÞWðm Þ
:
pdeath ðm ; lÞ ¼
Rðm ; lÞ

pbirth ðm ; lÞ ¼

As both pbirth and pdeath are inversely proportional to R, maximizing the probabilities corresponds to minimizing R. We thus
wish to minimize R(m, l) subject to

pbirth ðl; m Þ ¼ pbirth ðm ; lÞ ¼

Kðm ; lÞWðm ÞWðlÞ
6 1;
Rðm ; lÞWðm þ lÞ

Kðm ; lÞWðm Þ
6 1;
Rðm ; lÞ
Kðl; m ÞWðlÞ
pdeath ðl; m Þ ¼
6 1:
Rðl; m Þ
pdeath ðm ; lÞ ¼

Symmetry of K and R means that this is equivalent to

max



Kðm ; lÞWðm ÞWðlÞ Kðm ; lÞWðm Þ Kðm ; lÞWðlÞ
6 1;
;
;
Rðm ; lÞWðm þ lÞ
Rðm ; lÞ
Rðm ; lÞ

which in turn is equivalent to

Rðm ; lÞ P Kðm ; lÞ max
¼





Wðm ÞWðlÞ
1
1
1
; Wðm Þ; WðlÞ ¼ Kðm ; lÞWðm ÞWðlÞ max
;
;
Wðm þ lÞ
Wðm þ lÞ WðlÞ Wðm Þ

Kðm ; lÞWðm ÞWðlÞ
:
W min ðm ; lÞ

ð13Þ

To minimize R(m, l) we thus take it equal to (13), giving the expressions (12). h
4.1.1. Connections to the Mass Flow Algorithm
The weighted scheme we propose above is reminiscent of the Mass-Flow Algorithm (MFA) used by Babovsky [20] and
Eibeck and Wagner [21–25] and is a non-symmetric particle method similar to our scheme with W(D) / D3. The algorithm
is as follows: ﬁrst the triplet (l, m, l + m) is chosen with rate

Qðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m Þ



1

þ

1

l m


;

ð14Þ
PA

where here and below we denote l ¼ jlj ¼ a¼1 la as the total mass of a particle with species mass vector l. (Babovsky [20]
and Eibeck and Wagner [21–25] only considered scalar coagulation equations, i.e. assumed that the independent variable in
the coagulation equation was one-dimensional, but the extension to the vector-valued case is straightforward.)
After the triplet is chosen, the algorithm always adds the particle l + m to the population, and then kills exactly one of the
l or m. With probability l/(l + m) the particle l is removed, otherwise the particle m is removed. Note that this algorithm
always adds the coagulated particle and always kills exactly one of the initial particles.
If we compare the MFA with our algorithm choosing a weighting of W(l) = 1/l, we have Wmin(l, m) = W(l + m) = 1/(l + m)
and so Eq. (12) become

Rðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m Þ

ð1=lÞð1=mÞ
lþm
¼ Q ðl; m Þ;
¼ Kðl; m Þ
1=ðl þ mÞ
lm

m
;
lþm
l
;
pdeath ðm ; lÞ ¼
lþm
pbirth ðl; m Þ ¼ 1:
pdeath ðl; m Þ ¼

ð15aÞ
ð15bÞ
ð15cÞ
ð15dÞ

Note that these are the same average rates as the MFA and will give the same mean (large N) behavior. The difference is that
the two constituent particles are removed with independent probabilities, rather than always one or the other being
removed as in the MFA. In Appendix A.2 we show how generalizing our method to non-symmetric interactions exactly
recovers MFA as a special case.
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4.2. Advection for gas-particle exchange
Let v(l, t) be the mass change rate of particles of mass vector l at time t, so that the mass of a particle, l(t), satisﬁes the
differential equation

d
lðtÞ ¼ v ðlðtÞ; tÞ:
dt

ð16Þ

Deﬁne U(l, t0, t) to be the ﬂow map for the vector ﬁeld v(l, t), i.e. for t > t0,

@
Uðl; t 0 ; tÞ ¼ v ðUðl; t 0 ; tÞ; tÞ;
@t
Uðl; t 0 ; t0 Þ ¼ l:

ð17aÞ
ð17bÞ

As the masses of particles change according to the rate v(l, t), the number distribution n(l, t) evolves by

d
nðl; tÞ þ rl ðv ðl; tÞnðl; tÞÞ ¼ 0;
dt

ð18Þ

which can be solved by the method of characteristics to ﬁnd the solution

nðUðl; t 0 ; tÞ; tÞ ¼ nðl; t 0 Þ:

ð19Þ

Now consider n(l, t) = W(l)c(l, t), which implies

WðUðl; t0 ; tÞÞcðUðl; t 0 ; tÞ; tÞ ¼ WðlÞcðl; t 0 Þ:

ð20Þ

Let the ‘‘particle-attached number concentration’’ q(l, t) be deﬁned by

qðl; tÞ ¼ cðUðl; t 0 ; tÞ; tÞ;

ð21Þ

which thus satisﬁes

WðUðl; t0 ; tÞÞqðl; tÞ ¼ WðlÞqðl; t 0 Þ;

ð22Þ

so

qðl; tÞ ¼

WðlÞ
qðl; t 0 Þ:
WðUðl; t 0 ; tÞÞ

ð23Þ

Note that q(l, t) in (23) is not an integer. A consistent way to make this number integer is described in the next section.
4.2.1. Approximate particle method for advection
N p ðtÞ
Given a list of particles Pt ¼ fli ðtÞgi¼1
that approximate c(l, t) by

cðl; tÞ 

Np ðtÞ
1 X
dðl  li ðtÞÞ;
V i¼1

ð24Þ

we evolve the solution of (23) by

PtþDt ¼

N]
p ðtÞ

Xðlk ; t; t þ DtÞ  fUðlk ðtÞ; t; t þ DtÞg;

ð25Þ

k¼1

where we use the multiset notation [40, p. 473] with n  A denoting n concatenated copies of the list A and A ] B denoting
the concatenation of the lists A and B, and X(l, t, t + Dt) is an integer-valued random variable with expected value

rðl; t; t þ DtÞ ¼

WðlÞ
:
WðUðl; t; t þ DtÞÞ

ð26Þ

In practice, we take X(l, t) to be

Xðl; t; t þ DtÞ ¼



brðl; t; t þ DtÞc with probability drðl; t; t þ DtÞe  rðl; t; t þ DtÞ;
drðl; t; t þ DtÞe otherwise;

ð27Þ

where brc and dre are the ﬂoor and ceiling, respectively. This choice is computationally convenient since we can then write

Xðl; t; t þ DtÞ ¼ brðl; t; t þ DtÞ þ Uc

ð28Þ

for U a uniformly (0, 1)-distributed random variable. Moreover, we can see that in the limit Np ? 1, this approximation does
not add any appreciable error: if we have Q(l, t) particles of mass vector l, then from (25), the number of particles of mass
PQ ðl;tÞ
vector U(l, t, t + Dt) will be i¼1 Xðl; t; t þ DtÞ. This sum has mean Q(l, t)r(l, t, t + Dt) and variance Q(l, t)r2(X(l, t, t + Dt)).
The choice of X(l, t, t + Dt) in (27) has variance
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r2 ðXðl; t; t þ DtÞÞ ¼ ðdrðl; t; t þ DtÞe  rðl; t; t þ DtÞÞðrðl; t; t þ DtÞ  brðl; t; t þ DtÞcÞ < 1:
Q(l, t) is itself a random quantity, but as long as the mean of Q(l, t) is c(l, t) and the variance of Q ðl; tÞ  N 1
p , then

X(l, t, t + Dt)  U(l, t, t + Dt) has the correct mean c(l, t)r(l, t, t + Dt) and variance which also scales like N1
p . By summation
and independence this holds for the entire population.
4.3. Particle sampling for initial condition and emissions, and dilution
Because we use a ﬁnite number of particles to approximate the aerosol population, we need to add a ﬁnite number of
emitted particles to the volume at each timestep. We assume that emissions are memoryless, so that emission of each
particle is uncorrelated with emission of any other particle. Under this assumption the appropriate statistics are Poisson
distributed, whereby the distribution of ﬁnite particles is parameterized by the mean emission rate and distribution.
Consider an emission rate n_ emit ðl; tÞ of particles as in the emission term of Eq. (2), a volume V, and a timestep Dt. The
emissions over the timestep from time t0 to t1 = t0 + Dt are given by

nemit ðl; t 0 ; t 1 Þ ¼

Z

t1

n_ emit ðl; tÞdt

ð29Þ

t0

 Dt n_ emit ðl; t 0 Þ

ð30Þ

for which we use the ﬁrst-order approximation above.
For a weighting function W(l), the corresponding computational number distribution and total computational number
are

cemit ðl; t0 ; t 1 Þ ¼

1
nemit ðl; t 0 ; t1 Þ:
WðlÞ

ð31Þ

To obtain a ﬁnite Poisson sample of the number distribution nemit(l; t0, t1) in the computational volume V with the given
weighting function, we ﬁrst see that the total computational number concentration is

C emit ðt0 ; t 1 Þ ¼

Z

cemit ðl; t 0 ; t1 Þdl:

ð32Þ

½0;1

The actual number NS of emitted computational particles added in a timestep will be Poisson distributed with mean k = Cemit
(t0, t1)V, written NS  Pois(k).
A Poisson sampled population of emitted particles Pemit of the emissions distribution nemit(l; t0, t1) in volume V, written
Psamp  Poisdist(nemit(; t0, t1), V, W()), is a ﬁnite list of particles given by

Psamp ¼ fl1 ; l2 ; . . . ; lNS g;

ð33aÞ

NS  PoisðC emit ðt0 ; t 1 ÞVÞ;

ð33bÞ

li 

cemit ðl; t0 ; t 1 Þ
C emit ðt 0 ; t1 Þ

for i ¼ 1; . . . ; NS ;

ð33cÞ

where (33c) means that each particle has a composition drawn from the normalization of the weighted number distribution
cemit(l; t0, t1).
For simplicity we assume that for each source type the composition of the emitted particles is the same, e.g. for diesel
exhaust particles we assume that they all consist of 70% black carbon and 30% primary organic carbon. We therefore only
have to sample with respect to diameter D, for which we assume log-normal distributions:

N

nðDÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp 
2plog10 rg

ðlog10 D  log10 Dgn Þ2
2ðlog10 rg Þ2

!
;

ð34Þ

where N is the number concentration, Dgn is the geometric mean diameter, and rg is the geometric standard deviation.
As mentioned before we consider weighting functions of the form

WðDÞ ¼



D
D0

a
;

ð35Þ

where D0 is a reference radius at which the weight will be 1, and a is the exponent. The weighted number concentration is
thus

cðDÞ ¼

nðDÞ
:
WðDÞ

ð36Þ
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Rearranging this gives again a log-normal distribution

!
ðlog10 D  log10 D0gn Þ2
N0
cðDÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp 
;
2plog10 rg
2ðlog10 rg Þ2

ð37Þ

where the modiﬁed variables are

log10 D0gn ¼ log10 Dgn  aðlog10 rg Þ2 lnð10Þ;


a2
N0 ¼ NDa0 exp a lnð10Þlog10 Dgn þ ðlnð10ÞÞ2 ðlog10 rg Þ2 :
2

ð38Þ
ð39Þ

Similar arguments apply for the initial conditions and for the process of dilution.

5. Weighted Flow Algorithms (WFA)
The Weighted Flow Algorithms (WFA) for coagulation described in Section 4.1 can be implemented with any of the standard Gillespie-type methods [15–17,44] with the modiﬁed kernel (12a), requiring only the additional step of accepting death
events for particle removal with probability (12b), and accepting birth events for new particles with probability (12c). For
computational efﬁciency we implemented the WFA in an approximate ﬁxed-timestep mode with a majorized explicit
tau-leaping method Gillespie [45] performed on event groups induced by the particle population binned by particle diameter, as detailed in Algorithm 1.
This was incorporated into the PartMC-MOSAIC model system along with modiﬁcations for weighted particle population
algorithms for emissions, dilution, gas-particle exchange, environmental changes, and gas chemistry, as outlined in
Algorithm 2. These two algorithms can be contrasted with the unweighted versions described in Riemer et al. [14].
Algorithm 1: Weighted Flow Algorithm (WFA) for particle coagulation (constant-timestep size-binned version)
N

p
1: P ¼ fli 2 RA gi¼1
is the list of particle compositions
2: V is the computational volume
3: Dt is the timestep
4: W(l) is the weighting function
5: R(l1, l2) is the weighted kernel given by (12a) for the weighting function W(l)
6: divide the diameter axis into bins [Db, Db+1) as for a sectional model, for b = 1, . . . ,Nbin
7: P(b) = {l 2 PjD(l) 2 [Db, Db+1)} is the list of particles in bin b
8: Np(b) = jP(b)j is the number of particles in bin b
9: Rmax(b1, b2) is an upper bound so R(l1, l2) 6 Rmax(b1, b2) for any particles l1 2 P(b1) and l2 2 P(b2)
10: for all bin pairs (b1, b2) do
N p ðb1 ÞðN p ðb2 Þ  db1 ;b2 Þ=2
11: N event
12: randomly choose Ntest  Pois(Rmax(b1, b2)Dt Nevent/V)
13: for Ntest repetitions do
14:
randomly choose distinct particles l1 2 P(b1) and l2 2 P(b2) independently and uniformly
15:
Wmin
min(W(l1), W(l2), W(l1 + l2))
16:
randomly choose r, r1, r2, and r3 independently and uniformly in (0, 1)
17:
if r < R(l1, l2)/Rmax(b1, b2) then
18:
if r1 < Wmin/W(l1) then
19:
remove particle l1, so that P
Pn{l1}
20:
end if
21:
if r2 < Wmin/W(l2) then
22:
remove particle l2, so that P
Pn{l2}
23:
end if
24:
if r3 < Wmin/W(l1 + l2) then
25:
add a new particle with mass vector lcoag = l1 + l2, so that P
P ] {lcoag}
26:
end if
27:
end if
28: end for
29: end for
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Algorithm 2: Coupled PartMC-MOSAIC algorithm with variable weighting
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

N

p
P ¼ fli 2 RA gi¼1
is the list of particle compositions

V is the computational volume
Dt is the timestep
W(l) is the weighting function
g is the gas concentrations
t
0
while t < tﬁnal do
t
t + Dt
update temperature T(t), pressure p(t), relative humidity RH(t), dry air density qdry(t), and mixing height H(t)

10:

q

ðtDtÞ

Vðt  DtÞ dry
qdry ðtÞ

VðtÞ

11: gðtÞ

gðt  DtÞ q

qdry ðtÞ

dry ðtDtÞ

12: perform one Dt-timestep of coagulation for P with the WFA algorithm in Algorithm 1
13: add Dt g_ emit ðtÞ þ Dtkdil ðtÞðg back ðtÞ  gðtÞÞ to g
14: randomly choose Nloss  Pois(DtkdilNp) and remove Nloss randomly chosen particles from P
15: add a sample of Poisdist(kdilDt nback(, t), V, W()) to P
16: add a sample of Poisdist ðDtn_ emit ð; tÞ; V; WðÞÞ to P
17: integrate the system of coupled ODEs (2c) and (2e) with MOSAIC for time Dt, transforming each particle li to l0i
18: for all particles li in P do
19:
choose r uniformly in (0, 1)
20:
N copies
bWðl0i Þ=Wðli Þ þ rc
ðP n fli gÞ ] ðN copies  l0i Þ
21:
replace li in P with Ncopies of l0i , so that P
22: end for
23:
output data for time t
24: end while
6. Numerical results
6.1. Aerosol distribution functions
To facilitate the discussion of the results we deﬁne the following quantities: We take N(D) to be the cumulative number
distribution, giving the number of particles per volume that have diameter less than D. Similarly, the cumulative dry mass
distribution M(D) gives the dry mass per volume of particles with diameter less than D. We write N = N(1) and M = M(1), for
the total number and dry mass concentrations, respectively. Given the cumulative distributions, we deﬁne the number distribution n(D) and the mass distribution m(D) as functions of diameter (wet or dry) by

dNðDÞ
;
dlog10 D
dMðDÞ
:
mðDÞ ¼
dlog10 D

nðDÞ ¼

ð40Þ
ð41Þ

To discuss the composition of a particle, we refer to the BC mass fractions, as

wBC ¼

lBC
;
ldry

ð42Þ

where lBC is the BC mass in a given particle, lall is the total wet mass of the particle, and ldry ¼ lall  lH2 O is the total dry
mass.
The number and mass concentrations can be further extended to be functions of both particle composition and diameter.
That is, the two-dimensional cumulative number distribution N(D, wBC) is the number of particles per volume that have a
diameter less than D and a BC mass fraction less than wBC. The two-dimensional number distribution n(D, wBC) is then deﬁned by

nðD; wBC Þ ¼

@ 2 NðD; wBC Þ
:
@log10 D@wBC

ð43Þ

The two-dimensional cumulative total mass distribution M(D, wBC) and mass distribution m(D, wBC) are deﬁned similarly. As
well as the total mass we are also interested in the BC mass, so we deﬁne MBC(D, wBC) to be the total BC mass concentration
from particles with diameter less than D and a BC mass fraction less than wBC, with the corresponding BC mass distribution
mBC(D, wBC).
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To plot a two-dimensional distribution we formed a two-dimensional histogram by taking bins on both D and wBC axes
and counting the number or mass of particles that fall within each bin pair. These quantities were then plotted as a colormap, with no color if no particles were present in a given bin pair.
6.2. Statistics of the ensemble
Given R realizations X1, X2, . . . , XR of a random variable X, we denote the sample mean by hXi, the sample standard deviation by r(X), and the sample coefﬁcient of variation by CV(X). Thus

hXi ¼

R
1X
Xk ;
R k¼1

r2 ðXÞ ¼
CVðXÞ ¼

R
1 X
ðX k  hXiÞ2 ;
R  1 k¼1

rðXÞ
hXi

:

ð44Þ
ð45Þ
ð46Þ

Given a time dependent quantity x(t) on an interval [0, T], we denote its time average by xðtÞ, so that

xðtÞ ¼

1
T

Z

T

xðtÞdt:

ð47Þ

0

6.3. Veriﬁcation: comparison of WFA with high resolution sectional model
To verify the WFA we compared PartMC against a high-resolution sectional solution to the Smoluchowski equation for a
Brownian kernel [46]. For this test we used an ensemble of R = 100 PartMC runs with Np = 104 particles, a time step of 60 s
and a weighting exponent of a = 1. This model conﬁguration is comparable to the one used in the full urban plume scenario
presented later in the paper. The sectional model was that of Bott [47], using a timestep of 1 s and 1000 logarithmically
spaced sections between diameters 104 lm and 102 lm.
Fig. 1 shows the result of this comparison for the number size distribution (left) and the mass size distribution (right). The
solid blue line is the solution for the sectional code at t = 11 h. To display the PartMC results we produced a size distribution
for each ensemble member using 100 logarithmic bins between 104 lm and 102 lm, and calculated the average size distribution and the corresponding standard deviation over all ensemble members. Note that the use of size bins was only introduced in post-processing for calculating and plotting the size distributions. The errorbars are the 95% conﬁdence intervals for
the mean per size bin. We see that the PartMC solution agrees well with the high-resolution sectional solution.
We also investigated the relative magnitude of the time-discretization error compared to the error that arises as a result
from a ﬁnite ensemble size, as shown in Fig. 2. We computed the expected L2-norm of the mean number-and mass-distribution errors compared to the same high-resolution sectional solution as for Fig. 1, using the same simulation parameters for
the base case (blue line), i.e. a weighting exponent of a = 1 and Np = 104 computational particles. The mean distribution was
estimated using 100 trials and a variable ensemble size R. The dotted lines are the corresponding 95% conﬁdence intervals.
For the two top panels in Fig. 2 this was repeated for different timestep sizes, ranging from Dt ¼ 1 s to Dt ¼ 3600 s. The
results demonstrate the balance between time-discretization error and ﬁnite-ensemble error. For small ensemble sizes the

Fig. 1. Comparison of PartMC using WFA against a high resolution sectional solution to the Smoluchowski equation for a Brownian kernel. The blue solid
line is the solution for the sectional code at t = 11 h. The red errorbars are the 95% conﬁdence intervals for the mean resulting from an ensemble of 100
PartMC runs. All runs used a weighting exponent of a = 1 and Np = 104 computational particles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Expected L2-norm of the mean number (left) and mass (right) distribution errors as a function of the ensemble size. All runs used a weighting
exponent of a = 1. The expected value was estimated with 100 trials and the dotted lines are the corresponding 95% conﬁdence intervals. For the top
panels the number of computational particles was Np = 104 and the timestep Dt varied. For the bottom panels the timestep was Dt ¼ 60 s and the number of
computational particles Np varied. We see that for timesteps of Dt ¼ 60 s or less and any number of computational particles Np, the error is dominated by
the ﬁnite-ensemble error.

ﬁnite-ensemble error dominates, whereas for large ensemble sizes the total error cannot fall below the time-discretization
error. We see that for a timestep of Dt ¼ 60 s or less, the time discretization error is sufﬁciently small that it is negligible
compared to the ﬁnite-ensemble error for ensembles of up to R = 100 members. As all later simulations in this paper used
an ensemble of size R = 100 and a timestep of Dt ¼ 60 s, we believe that the effect of time-discretization on the results is
insigniﬁcant. For the two bottom panels in Fig. 2 the number of computational particles Np was varied, ranging from
Np = 10 to Np = 104. The time step in these cases was always Dt ¼ 60 s. For these cases the ﬁnite-ensemble error always dominates the time-discretization error.
6.4. Setup of case study
In this section we describe the results from the application of PartMC-MOSAIC with the WFA described in Section 5 to a
scenario relevant for atmospheric conditions. We carried out a series of simulations with PartMC-MOSAIC based on the urban plume scenario described in Zaveri et al. [11]. To quantify the performance of the WFA, we compared the output of a
suite of ensemble runs. We performed ensemble runs with 103, 104, and 105 initial computational particles. Moreover we
repeated each of these for six different weighting functions W(D) = (D/D0)a for a = + 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Eq. (4)). Each
ensemble comprised R = 100 realizations.
The main features of the PartMC-MOSAIC model are brieﬂy described here. A detailed description is given in Riemer et al.
[14] and Zaveri et al. [11]. The Particle Monte Carlo model, PartMC, explicitly resolves and tracks the composition of many
individual aerosol particles within a well-mixed computational volume. Emissions of primary aerosol particles into the computational volume, vertical entrainment and dilution with background air, and Brownian coagulation processes are simulated stochastically in PartMC.
PartMC is coupled with the state-of-the-art aerosol chemistry model MOSAIC (Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions
and Chemistry), which is described in detail in Zaveri et al. [2]. MOSAIC includes deterministic treatments for gas-phase photochemistry Zaveri and Peters [48], particle phase thermodynamics [49,50], and fully dynamic (kinetic) gas-particle mass
transfer [2]. MOSAIC treats key aerosol species including sulfate (SO4), nitrate (NO3), chloride (Cl), carbonate (CO3), methanesulfonic acid (MSA), ammonium (NH4), sodium (Na), calcium (Ca), other inorganic mass (OIN), black carbon (BC), primary
organic aerosol (POA), and secondary organic aerosol (SOA). OIN includes species such as SiO2, metal oxides, and other
unmeasured or unknown inorganic species present in aerosols. All particles are assumed to be spherical. The coupled model
system, PartMC-MOSAIC, predicts number, mass, and full composition distributions on a particle-by-particle basis.
As in Zaveri et al. [11], we simulated the development of a particle population in a Lagrangian air parcel over the course of
several hours, in our case 24 hours. The simulation started at 06:00 local standard time (LST). It initially contained
background air, which was assumed to be composed of 50 ppbv O3 and low levels of other trace gases along with an
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Table 1
Initial and emitted aerosol distribution parameters. The initial aerosol distribution is also used as the background aerosol distribution. The percentages for the
composition are by mass. E is the area source strength of particle emissions. Dividing E by the mixing height and multiplying by a normalized composition
distribution gives the number distribution emission rate.
Initial/background

N/m3
9

Dgn/lm

rg

Composition by mass

1.45
1.65

49.6% (NH4)2SO4, 49.6% SOA + 0.8% BC
49.6% (NH4)2SO4, 49.6% SOA + 0.8% BC

Aitken mode
Accumulation mode

1.8  10
1.5  109

0.02
0.116

Emissions

E/(m2 s1)

Dgn/lm

rg

Composition by mass

Meat cooking
Diesel vehicles
Gasoline vehicles

9  106
1.6  108
5  107

0.086
0.05
0.05

1.9
1.7
1.7

100% POA
30% POA, 70% BC
80% POA, 20% BC

internally-mixed ammonium sulfate and secondary organic aerosol with trace amounts of black carbon such that the single
scattering albedo was about 0.97. This value is typical for rural, relatively unpolluted areas [51,52].
We assume that during the ﬁrst 12 hours of simulation the parcel was advected over a large urban area, and it therefore
experienced continuous emissions of NOx, SO2, CO, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and primary aerosol particles of three
different types diesel soot (70% BC + 30% POA), gasoline soot (20% BC + 80% POA), and meat cooking primary organic aerosol
(100% POA), see Table 1 for detailed information. The air parcel also experienced dilution due to vertical entrainment of background air during the ﬁrst 6 h as the mixed-layer continued to grow. In addition, and at all times, it experienced dilution with
background air due to horizontal dispersion, which was modeled as a ﬁrst order process, assuming a rate of 5.4% h1.
Note that the number of computational particles in the simulation changed over time as particles were added by emissions and dilution and removed by coagulation and dilution. To maintain adequate statistics while avoiding computational

Fig. 3. Left: time evolution of the ensemble averages of total number concentration hN(t)i and total mass concentration hM(t)i. The weighting exponent is
a = 0, and the initial number of computational particles is Np(0) = 103. The errorbars represent the standard deviations r(N(t)) and r(M(t)). Recall that in this
simulation, particles are emitted for the ﬁrst twelve hours, which leads to the growth over the ﬁrst half of both particle number and mass. Right:
corresponding coefﬁcients of variation CV(N(t)) and CV(M(t)), respectively.

Fig. 4. Left: time average of ensemble averaged total number concentration hNðtÞi. Right: time average of ensemble averaged total mass concentration
hMðtÞi. The weighting exponent is a = 0. In red, we have plotted a range of size p1ﬃﬃR t 95%;R1 rðNðt; N p1 ÞÞ, which is the 95% conﬁdence interval for the mean. The
green errorbars represent the range in which we would expect 95% of the samples to lie, i.e. the range with width t95%;R1 rðNðt; N p1 ÞÞ and center given by the
sample mean. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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limits, we occasionally adjust the particle number. Whenever the number of particles becomes less than half of the original
particle number we double the computational volume and double the number of particles by duplicating each particle.
Whenever we have more than twice the original number of particles we halve the computational volume and discard half
of the particles, chosen at random.

6.5. Bulk quantities
Fig. 3 (left) shows the evolution of the ensemble-averaged total number concentration hN(t)i and the total mass concentration hM(t)i for the simulation with a = 0 and Np = 103. The errorbars indicate the standard deviations r(N(t)) and r(M(t)),
respectively. The total number concentration hN(t)i increased during the ﬁrst 12 h of simulation owing to the continuous
particle emissions. After emissions were turned off, hN(t)i decreased as a result of dilution with the background and coagulation. The increase of total mass concentration hM(t)i is partly due to particle emissions and partly due to the formation
of secondary species such as ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate and SOA. In the second part of the simulation hM(t)i
decreased because of dilution.
From Fig. 3 (left) we see that the bulk quantities hN(t)i and hM(t)i show a pronounced dependence on time due to the
underlying emission pattern, photochemistry, coagulation, and dilution. The coefﬁcients of variation, shown in Fig. 3 (right)
CV(N(t)) and CV(M(t)) also vary with time, however much less than the corresponding bulk quantities. To simplify the discussion we average the hourly values of these quantities over the whole simulation period.

Fig. 5. Error ratios for number, ERN, and error ratios for mass, ERM, as a function of weighting exponent a. The fact that this ratio is always less than one, and
in many cases signiﬁcantly so, emphasizes that the sample error per realization dominates the errors in mean incurred from using ﬁnite-size populations.

Fig. 6. Coefﬁcients of variation for mass, CVðMðtÞÞ, versus coefﬁcients of variation for number CVðNðtÞÞ for simulations with 103,104, and 105 initial particles
Np and different values for the weighting exponent a. The ﬁlled circles indicate the results using MFA.
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Fig. 4 illustrates how the time-and ensemble-averaged number and mass concentrations shown in Fig. 3, hNðtÞi and
hMðtÞi, compare as the initial particle number Np varies. The length of the red bar indicates the 95% conﬁdence interval
for the mean, using Student’s t-test for statistical signiﬁcance. In green are the 95% conﬁdence intervals per sample.
From this ﬁgure we conclude that the statistical error is larger than the discretization error that results from using a ﬁnite
number of particles to represent the population. This justiﬁes our choice of ensemble size and demonstrates that the numbers of initial particles, Np, are large enough. Fig. 5 conﬁrms that this is true for all weighting exponents a used here. Here we
show the error ratios ER for number and mass, respectively, as a function of weighting exponent a. We deﬁne the error ratio
for number, ERN , as

ERN ðNp1 ; N p2 Þ ¼

jhNðt; Np2 Þi  hNðt; Np1 Þij
t 95%;R1 rðNðt; Np1 ÞÞ

¼

jhNðt; Np2 Þ  Nðt; Np1 Þij
t 95%;R1 rðNðt; Np1 ÞÞ

;

ð48Þ

where t95%,R1 is the 95% percentile for Student’s t-distribution with R  1 degrees of freedom, and we will take ðN p1 ; N p2 Þ to
be either (103, 104) or (104, 105). The error ratio ERM ðN p1 ; N p2 Þ for mass is deﬁned analogously. As Fig. 5 shows, ERN and ERM
are always smaller than 1, conﬁrming the statement above that for our simulations the difference in the sample mean for
different Np is small compared to the sample standard deviation. Fig. 6 summarizes the trade off in magnitude of coefﬁcient
of variation with respect to number and with respect to mass as the weighting exponents a and the number of initial particles Np vary. From this plot we can make the following conclusions: For a given a, the larger Np the smaller is CVðNðtÞÞ and
CVðMðtÞÞ. The shape of the curves for Np = const suggests that a > 0 and a < 2 should not be used. Moving from a = 0 to 1
and 2 reduces CVðMðtÞÞ at the expense of CVðNðtÞÞ. Furthermore we see that the same CVðMðtÞÞ value that is achieved with
the Np = 105 simulation can be achieved with the Np = 104 simulation using a weighting of a = 2. However in doing so,

Fig. 7. Ensemble averages of one-dimensional size distributions for initial number of particles Np = 104, t0 = 11 h, and different weighting exponents. Left:
distributions of number concentration hn(Ddry)i. Right: distributions of dry mass concentration hm(Ddry)i. Top: a = 1, middle: a = 1, bottom: a = 4.
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CVðNðtÞÞ increases by a factor of 9. Also marked in Fig. 6 are the values that result when using the MFA algorithm, which
gives results very close to the simulations with a = 3 as expected.

6.6. One-dimensional aerosol size distributions
Fig. 7 shows the results for the one-dimensional size distributions at t = 11 h. The initial particle number was Np = 104 in
all cases. The left column depicts the ensemble averages of the number concentrations, hn(Ddry)i for a = 1, a = 1, and a = 4,
from top to bottom. The right column shows the corresponding mass concentrations hm(Ddry)i. The errorbars are the standard deviations per bin, r(n(Ddry)) and r(m(Ddry)). Recall that the use of size bins was only introduced in post-processing for
calculating and plotting the size distributions.
The number size distribution at t = 11 h is unimodal and shows a maximum for Ddry = 0.1 lm. This maximum is a result of
the continued emissions and subsequent growth from condensation of secondary species, mainly ammonium nitrate. As expected r(n(Ddry)) and r(m(Ddry)) increase in magnitude towards the edges of the spectra. The comparison of the ﬁgures for
the three different weighting exponents shows how the choice of a inﬂuences the representation of the size distribution. The
smaller a, the more weight is given to larger particles, and hence the right-hand side of the spectrum is better resolved. This
is associated with a loss of resolution at the small sizes. While for a = 1 the size distribution is resolved from about 8 nm to

Fig. 8. Left: ensemble averages of two-dimensional number size distributions hn(D, wBC)i at t0 = 11 h. Right: ensemble averages of two-dimensional BC mass
size distributions hmBC(D, wBC)i at t0 = 11 h. Top: a = 1, middle: a = 1, bottom: a = 4. The initial number of particles was Np = 104 in all cases.
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320 nm, for a = 4 this interval has shifted up to 62 nm to 2200 nm. Using a smaller number of computational particles Np
narrows this range and increases r(n(Ddry)) and r(m(Ddry)) (not shown).
6.7. Black carbon mixing state and CCN activity
Having explored the WFA performance for the bulk quantities as well as for the one-dimensional aerosol size distributions, we now move on to investigating the results for certain two-dimensional size distributions of physical relevance. Here
we focus on two target quantities, ﬁrst the black carbon mixing state and secondly the number of cloud condensation nuclei
that would activate at a pre-deﬁned environmental supersaturation.
Fig. 8 shows ensemble averages of the two-dimensional size distributions for number concentration, hn(D, wBC)i and BC
mass concentration, hmBC(D, wBC)i, for the same point in time and for the same values of a as in Fig. 7. The horizontal black
line at wBC = 70% shows the maximum black carbon fraction that particles can have in our scenario. At t = 11 h the mixing
state of the particles with respect to BC has evolved into a continuum between wBC = 0% and wBC = 70%. While fresh emissions can contain up to 70% BC (diesel soot particles), most of the particles by number have been heavily aged after 11 h
of simulation and contain less than 20% BC as a result of condensation of secondary species and coagulation. Overall, the
same features of the size distributions are apparent for all three different weighting factors. However, the resolved size range
varies strongly with a as has already been seen in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Left: ensemble averages of two-dimensional number size distributions hn(D, Sc)i at t0 = 11 h. Right: ensemble averages of two-dimensional BC mass
size distributions hmBC(D, Sc)i. Top: a = 1, middle: a = 1, bottom: a = 4. The initial number of particles was Np = 104 in all cases. The two black lines in the
upper left panel show the relationship for two extreme values of the hygroscopicity parameter j.
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Given that we track the composition evolution of each individual particle throughout the simulation, we can calculate the
critical supersaturation Sc(l) that is required to activate a particle. We do this as described in Riemer et al. [53] (see Eqs. (3)–
(8) therein).
Two-dimensional size distributions hn(Ddry, Sc)i and hmBC(Ddry, Sc)i are shown in Fig. 9 for the same parameters as in Fig. 8.
The differences in mixing state at a certain particle size translate into a distribution of critical supersaturations at that size,
e.g. for 100 nm particles at t = 11 h the critical supersaturations ranged between 0.1% and 1.2%. The two black lines in the
upper left panel show the relationship for two extreme values of the hygroscopicity parameter j, j = 1 (very hygroscopic)
and j = 0 (very non-hygroscopic). We see that the particle distributions in our simulations span the range between these
extremes. As in Fig. 8, the same features of the size distributions are apparent for all three different weighting factors,
but the resolved size range varies strongly with a. This has consequences for the total number of CCN at a given environmental supersaturation Senv, NCCN(Senv), deﬁned as:

NCCN ðSenv Þ ¼

Z

1

1

Z

log10 Senv

nðDdry ; Sc Þdlog10 Sc dlog10 Ddry :

ð49Þ

1

Fig. 10. Two-dimensional distributions of the coefﬁcient of variations for initial number of particles Np = 104, time t0 = 11 h, and weighting exponent a = 1.
Left: coefﬁcient of variation for the two-dimensional number distribution n(D, wBC), CV(n(D, wBC)). Right: coefﬁcient of variation for the two-dimensional
number distribution n(D, Sc), CV(n(D, Sc)).

Fig. 11. Coefﬁcients of variation for scavenged BC mass, CVðM BC
CCN ðSenv ÞÞ versus coefﬁcients of variation for CCN CVðN CCN ðSenv ÞÞ for different weighting
exponents a. Left: the environmental supersaturation is Senv = 0.3%. The initial number of particles Np is 103, 104, and 105 particles. Right: the initial number
of particles is Np = 105, and the supersaturation threshold varies. The ﬁlled circles indicate the results using MFA.
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For low values of Senv the total number of CCN will be underestimated if the right-hand side of the spectrum is underresolved
as it is the case for example for a = 1. A similar argument applies to the mass of black carbon, M BC
CCN ðSenv Þ that is associated
with these CCN:

MBC
CCN ðSenv Þ ¼

Z

1

1

Z

log10 Senv

mBC ðDdry ; Sc Þdlog10 Sc dlog10 Ddry :

ð50Þ

1

We will come back to this issue for the discussion of Fig. 11. Fig. 10 shows the two-dimensional distributions of the coefﬁcients of variation, CV(n(D, wBC)) and CV(n(D, Sc)) corresponding to Figs. 8 and 9. For brevity we only include the case for
a = 1. The coefﬁcients of variation range between 0.0344 and 9.95 with the higher values at the edges of the distributions.
Analogously to Figs. 6, 11 summarizes the trade off in magnitude of the coefﬁcient of variation with respect two quantities of interest, in this case NCCN(Senv) and M BC
CCN ðSenv Þ deﬁned in Eqs. (49) and (50) as the weighting exponents a and the
number of initial particles Np vary. We chose three different supersaturation thresholds, Senv = 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.6%. This range
is consistent with the highly polluted conditions of the urban plume scenario given a typical range of updraft velocities from
0.2–0.5 ms1 (stratus clouds) to 2–5 ms1 (convective clouds).
Fig. 11 (left) shows the dependence on initial particle number Np for Senv = 0.1%. The ﬁlled circles were added to show the
results using MFA. The result is qualitative similar to Fig. 6, i.e. the coefﬁcients of variation decreased as Np increased.
CVðMBC
CCN ðSenv ÞÞ was lowest for a = 2, whereas CVðN CCN ðSenv ÞÞ was lowest for a = 1.
In Fig. 11 (right) the initial particle number was Np = 105, and the dependence on supersaturation threshold Senv is shown.
The largest values of the coefﬁcients of variation are obtained for small values of Senv.

Fig. 12. Composites of two-dimensional distributions for initial number of particles Np = 103, t0 = 11 h. Top: n(D, wBC) and mBC(D, wBC). Bottom: n(D, Sc) and
mBC(D, Sc).
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Having the particle-resolved results for the six different weighting functions available, we can create composite distributions for all the size distributions that we have shown so far. That is, we have independent ensemble averages hXai of a quantity X, for different values of a. We will take a weighted linear combination of the hXai as a composite estimate
P
hX comp i ¼ a ðda =dtot ÞhX a i of X, and we should choose a weighting that prefers the more reliable estimates hXai. As is well
known, when combining random quantities with different variances, the least-variance linear combination of these quantities is the one which weights inversely to the variance of each quantity. Of course, we do not have access to these variances
and must choose an estimator from the observed quantities. Under the assumption that the ensemble samples come from a
Poisson distribution with the correct mean, the ensemble mean is a convergent unbiased estimator to this variance. Of
course, the sample ensemble variance is also a convergent unbiased estimator to this variance, but the former is more effective for small ensemble sizes. Thus in the aggregate computation, we weight hXai proportionally to the ensemble average of
the number of computational particles hNai:

ca ¼ hNa i;
ctot ¼

a¼1
X

ð51Þ

ca ;

ð52Þ

a¼4

hX comp i ¼

a¼1
X
ca
a¼4

ctot

hX a i:

ð53Þ

All of the above quantities are computed per size and composition bin, so the composite distribution will depend more on
the a = + 1 estimate at small diameters, and more on the a = 4 estimate at large diameters, with the other a estimates used
appropriately.
A set of composite ﬁgures is shown in Fig. 12 where the initial number of particles was Np = 103. Compare this to Figs. 8
and 9, which were obtained with an initial particle number Np = 104. One can see that the composite ﬁgures with Np = 103
resolve well across more scales than any of the Np = 104 ﬁgures.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we describe the development and application of the Weighted Flow Algorithms (WFA) for particle-resolved
methods, a generalized way of weighting computational particles to improve efﬁciency. We have shown that there exist particle methods which work for any given weighting function and how different weighting functions are appropriate for measuring different observables. In particular, for the application shown in this paper, we used weighting functions that are
power laws in particle size. We derived the particle evolution equations taking into account coagulation and particle growth
and showed how this relates to the Mass Flow Algorithm of Babovsky [20] and Eibeck and Wagner [21–25].
We quantiﬁed the performance of using different weighting functions by applying the WFA to PartMC-MOSAIC using the
urban plume scenario described in Zaveri et al. [11] where we simulated the evolution of the mixings state of an aerosol
population in a polluted environment undergoing emission, dilution, coagulation and particle growth over the course of
24 h. We repeated the simulation for different numbers of initial computational particles and for different weighting exponents and calculated coefﬁcients of variation for various quantities. Here we focused on total number concentration and total
mass concentration as well as two quantities that are important for aerosol-cloud interactions, i.e. the number of cloud condensation nuclei and the mass of associated black carbon given a certain environmental supersaturation. To minimize the
coefﬁcients of variation for both number-and mass-based quantities we found that a > 0 and a < 2 should not be used.
Moving from a = 0 to 1 and 2 reduces the coefﬁcient of variation for the mass-based quantities at the expense of the number-based quantities. We also developed collated data sets which used the most reliable data from each of the weighted simulation, producing particle size distributions with the same accuracy but using fewer particles.
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Appendix A. General asymmetric coagulation algorithms
In this section, we generalize the method used in Step 3 of Section 4.1 to the most general splitting method and show: (1)
our algorithm and the MFA are both special cases of this general framework and (2) a choice of algorithm of MFA-type can
only work for a mass-weighted scheme and cannot be generalized to other weights.
In particular, we will describe a family of different schemes which are all designed to give the same mean and which will
all converge to the correct answer as Np ? 1. However, these different schemes might have different variances and in certain computational scenarios some might be preferable to another. As we see in Figs. 6 and 11, however, we see that the
‘‘independent’’ scheme we describe in Section 4 and the MFA scheme give a similar variance. In other speciﬁc computational
scenarios, however, one of these schemes might be preferable to another.
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As before, we assume that we have only pairwise interactions and that these interactions are ‘‘coagulation-like’’, i.e. all
events correspond to particles l and m combining to form particle l + m. We consider any two-stage method of the following
form: ﬁrst, the triplet (l, m, l + m) is chosen with some rate; second, after the triplet has been chosen we choose the event
involving this triplet with some probability. Speciﬁcally, we denote the rate of choosing the triplet by T(l, m) and then choose
the eight probabilities pijk(l, m) for i, j, k 2 {0, 1}. The indexes i, j, k correspond to the existence of particles l, m, and l + m after
the event, with 1 indicating that the corresponding particle is present and 0 that it is not. The eight probabilities thus correspond to the probabilities of the transitions:

p000
p001
p010
p011
p100
p101
p110
p111

: ðl; m Þ # ðÞ;
: ðl; m Þ # ðl þ m Þ;
: ðl; m Þ # ðm Þ;
: ðl; m Þ # ðm ; l þ m Þ;
: ðl; m Þ # ðlÞ;
: ðl; m Þ # ðl; l þ m Þ;
: ðl; m Þ # ðl; m Þ;
: ðl; m Þ # ðl; m ; l þ m Þ:

ðA:1aÞ
ðA:1bÞ
ðA:1cÞ
ðA:1dÞ
ðA:1eÞ
ðA:1fÞ
ðA:1gÞ
ðA:1hÞ

We will ﬁnd it convenient to use the notation

X

pijX ðl; m Þ ¼

pijk ðl; m Þ;

k2f0;1g

X

piXX ðl; m Þ ¼

X

pijk ðl; m Þ

j2f0;1g k2f0;1g

and similarly. Note that we have:

0 6 pijk ðl; m Þ 6 1;

ðA:2Þ

pXXX ðl; m Þ ¼ 1:

ðA:3Þ

The large-N limit for c is:

@cðlÞ 1
¼
@t
2

Z

½0;l

ðTðm ; l  m ÞpXX1 ðm ; l  m Þ þ Tðl  m ; m ÞpXX1 ðl  m ; m ÞÞcðm Þcðl  m Þdm 

Z

ðTðm ; lÞpX0X ðm ; lÞ

½0;1

þ Tðl; m Þp0XX ðl; m ÞÞcðm ÞcðlÞdm :

ðA:4Þ

Since we want (A.4) to be consistent with (7), we are required to choose

Tðl; m ÞpXX1 ðl; m Þ þ Tðm ; lÞpXX1 ðm ; lÞ ¼ Kðl; m Þ

WðlÞWðm Þ
;
Wðl þ m Þ

Tðl; m Þp0XX ðl; m Þ þ Tðm ; lÞpX0X ðm ; lÞ ¼ Kðl; m ÞWðm Þ:

ðA:5aÞ
ðA:5bÞ

Note that we can always symmetrize the kernel of an asymmetric method to obtain a symmetric representation of the same
process. To do this, take:

Rðl; m Þ ¼ Tðl; m Þ þ Tðm ; lÞ;

ðA:6aÞ

Tðl; m Þpijk ðl; m Þ þ Tðm ; lÞpjik ðm ; lÞ
~ijk ðl; m Þ ¼
p
:
Tðl; m Þ þ Tðm ; lÞ

ðA:6bÞ

This implies:

Rðl; m Þ ¼ Rðm ; lÞ;
~ijk ðl; m Þ ¼ p
~jik ðm ; lÞ:
p

ðA:7aÞ
ðA:7bÞ

To make this algorithm optimally efﬁcient, we want to minimize R(l, m) (which, again, corresponds to having the fewest
‘‘wasted’’ steps in the computation). Conditions (A.5) become

~XX1 ðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m Þ
Rðl; m Þp

wðlÞWðm Þ
;
Wðl þ m Þ

~0XX ðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m ÞWðm Þ;
Rðl; m Þp
so we want to minimize R(l, m) subject to

Kðl; m ÞWðlÞWðm Þ
6 1;
Rðl; m ÞWðl þ m Þ
Kðl; m ÞWðm Þ
~0XX ðl; m Þ ¼
06p
6 1;
Rðl; m Þ
Kðl; m ÞWðlÞ
~X0X ðm ; lÞ ¼
6 1:
06p
Rðl; m Þ

~XX1 ðl; m Þ ¼
06p
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Therefore, an algorithm is optimal if

Rðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m Þ

WðlÞWðm Þ
W min ðl; m Þ

ðA:8aÞ

~X0X ðl; m Þ ¼
p

W min ðl; m Þ
Wðm Þ

ðA:8bÞ

~XX1 ðl; m Þ ¼
p

W min ðl; m Þ
Wðl þ m Þ

ðA:8cÞ

W min ðl; m Þ ¼ minðWðlÞ; Wðm Þ; Wðl þ m ÞÞ:

ðA:8dÞ

~0XX or p
~X0X .) Compare to (12). All optimal and consistent algo(Note that from (A.7), we can either put the constraint on p
rithms must be chosen in this manner; however, notice that there are still many choices still free—there are seven possibilities to choose for pijk but only three constraints in (A.8). This leaves four choices free. We now show that the two algorithms
described in Section 4.1 are both optimal but result from different choices made at this point.
A.1. Comparison to algorithm (12)
In the method we choose in this paper, we use independent probabilities, i.e. we choose the survival of any given particle
independently from the others. We can choose this by taking

p0ijk ðl; m Þ ¼ pdeath;i ðm ; lÞpdeath;j ðl; m Þpbirth;k ðl; m Þ;

ðA:9Þ

where

pdeath;i ðl; m Þ ¼

pbirth;i ðl; m Þ ¼





pdeath ðl; m Þ
if i ¼ 0;
1  pdeath ðl; m Þ if i ¼ 1;

pbirth ðl; m Þ

if i ¼ 1;

1  pbirth ðl; m Þ if i ¼ 0

ðA:10aÞ

ðA:10bÞ

for

~X0X ðl; m Þ;
pdeath ðl; m Þ ¼ p
~
pbirth ðl; m Þ ¼ pXX1 ðl; m Þ:

ðA:11aÞ
ðA:11bÞ

This makes the removal of particles l and m and the addition of l + m be three independent events, but with the same mean
rate as the original system.
A.2. Comparison to MFA (15)
The Mass-Flow Algorithm [20–25] is given by the choices:

Tðl; m Þ ¼ Kðl; m ÞWðm Þ;
p011 ðl; m Þ ¼ 1:

ðA:12aÞ
ðA:12bÞ

Comparing to the consistency requirements (A.5) we see that it always satisﬁes (A.5b), but only satisﬁes (A.5a) if

1
1
1
¼
þ
:
Wðl þ m Þ WðlÞ Wðm Þ

ðA:13Þ

If we assume that W is continuous, (A.13) implies that 1/W is linear. So, for example, assuming that W(l) = W(l), i.e. that W
depends only on the total mass, then

WðlÞ / l1
corresponding to mass-weighted (or volume-weighted) schemes. More generally, it must be true that

WðlÞ ¼ PA

1

a¼1 ba

la
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for some set of real weights fba gAa¼1 . If we symmetrize this method as described above, i.e. choose

Rðl; m Þ ¼ ðWðlÞ þ Wðm ÞÞKðl; m Þ;

ðA:14aÞ

~011 ðl; m Þ ¼
p

Wðm Þ
;
WðlÞ þ Wðm Þ

ðA:14bÞ

~101 ðl; m Þ ¼
p

WðlÞ
;
WðlÞ þ Wðm Þ

ðA:14cÞ

which for W(l) = 1/l are:

Rðl; m Þ ¼



1

þ


1

Kðl; m Þ;

ðA:15aÞ

l m
l
~011 ðl; m Þ ¼
;
p
lþm
m
~101 ðl; m Þ ¼
;
p
lþm

ðA:15bÞ
ðA:15cÞ

Table A.2
List of symbols.
Symbol

Deﬁnition

a

Weighting exponent, see (4)
Computational number concentration, see (7)
Aerosol number distribution of emitted computational particles, see (31)
Sample coefﬁcient of variation of random variable X, see (46)
Diameter of particle with constituent masses l, see (4)
Geometric mean diameter of a log-normal distribution, see (34)
Dirac delta function
Vector of gas phase species concentrations, see (2)
Background gas concentrations, see (2)
Gas emission rate, see (2)
Weighting factor, see (51)
Gas-to-particle ﬂux-rate vector, see (2)
Water-particle ﬂux rate, see (2)
Coagulation kernel for particles with masses l and m, see (2)
Hygroscopicity parameter
Dilution rate with background, see (2)
Aerosol mass distribution at diameter D, see (41)
Total aerosol mass concentration
Vector of particle constituent masses
Mass of species a
Aerosol number distribution at diameter D, see (40)
Aerosol number distribution at time t and constituent masses l, see (2)
Aerosol number distribution of background particles, see (2)
Aerosol number distribution of particle emission rate, see (2)
Cumulative aerosol number distribution at time t and constituent masses l
Total number concentration
Number of computational particles, see (3)
Air pressure, see (2)
Finite sample of aerosol particles, see Section 3
Gas concentration growth rate due to gas chemical reactions, see (2)
Weighted coagulation kernel, see (12a)
Number of realizations, see Section 6.2
Relative humidity
Dry air density, see (2)
Critical supersaturation
Threshold for environmental supersaturation
Sample standard deviation of random variable X, see (45)
Geometric standard deviation of a log-normal distribution, see (34)
Temperature
Computational volume, see (3)
Black carbon mass fraction
Weighting function, see (4)
Time average of quantity x, see (47)

c(l, t)
cemit(l, t)
CV(X)
D(l)
Dgn
d(l)
g(t)
gback(t)
g_ emit ðtÞ

ca
I(l, g, t)
Iw(l, g, t)
K(l, m)
j
kdil(t)
m(D)
M(t)

l
la
n(D)
n(l, t)
nback(l, t)
n_ emit ðl; tÞ
N(l, t)
N(t)
Np
p(t)

P
R(g)
R(l, m)
R
RH(t)
qdry(t)
Sc
Senv
r(X)

rg
T(t)
V
wBC
W(l)
xðtÞ
hXi

Sample mean of random variable X, see (44)
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then we see that (A.15) satisﬁes (A.8), so MFA is optimal. Note that MFA and our a = 3 scheme are similar but not the same,
but if we make a simple modiﬁcation to MFA; namely, choosing

Rðl; m Þ ¼



1

þ

1


Kðl; m Þ;

l m
m
pbirth ðl; m Þ ¼
;
lþm
pdeath ðl; m Þ ¼ 1

ðA:16aÞ
ðA:16bÞ
ðA:16cÞ

in an independent scheme as described in the body of the paper, then this recovers (15).
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